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We're all living in a watershed All sharing the same roadbed, and we're All drinking from the same fountain of life. Studies, Vol. 5 [2018] Mark worked with nine undergraduate student dancers, introducing them to the project, the song, the concept, and the storyboard. Once the dancers had their roles (ranging from "salters" to "slippers" to "Vanna Whites" to "shovel dancers"), they choreographed their own segments and worked in rehearsals to integrate their parts into the whole as it developed. Here are three dancers' statements about their experience:
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It was a fun and unexpected experience working on the Watershed video. I really had no idea that there was even an issue with salting before starting this project, We shot the video on the east end of the Washington Avenue Bridge (on the U of M campus) in four hours on a Saturday in January, facilitated by the work of Director of Photography Karl Demer, Assistant Director Eric Todd, and Associate Producers Kelli
